We define conserved gravitational charges in -cosmologically extended-topologically massive gravity , exhibit them in surface integral form about their de-Sitter or flat vacua and verify their correctness in terms of two basic types of solution.
the energy in the rather different context of topologically massive gravity (TMG) [3] extended to include a cosmological term [4] [Energy was defined in the original, Λ = 0, TMG [3] , but not in its surface integral form in terms of generic background Killing vectors.]
We begin directly with the vacuum equations
The Cotton tensor C µν is symmetric, traceless and identically conserved, while the parameter µ is the mass of the linearized TMG excitations at Λ = 0. C µν , being the D = 3 conformal curvature tensor, vanishes for any Einstein space, including all external solutions of the cosmological
Einstein equations, such as AdS, Schwarzschild-dS and BTZ black holes. More characteristic are geometries that obey the full TMG equations but not their Einstein part alone, some of which are given in [5, 6, 7] , but these spaces do not correspond to bounded distributions. There is as yet no known"Schwarzschild " solution, let alone more complicated asymptotically de-Sitter or flat (for Λ = 0 ) ones. What has been solved explicitly is the linearized metric generated by massive spinning interiors in the Λ = 0 sector [8] , which will prove useful in testing our asymptotic expressions for the conserved generators.
We consider asymptotically AdS metrics 3
where h µν is a (finite) deviation about the backgroundḡ µν that obeys
Next, we expand the field equations (1) aboutḡ µν ; as usual, the nonlinear part is the energy momentum tensor (including matter if present):
where the linear cosmological Einstein and Cotton terms read respectively,
The linear part of the Ricci tensor is
Both (6) and (7) are conserved, symmetric, andḡ µν C L µν = 0 . To every background Killing vectorξ µ corresponds a (background) conserved charge
Next we express (9) as a 1-dimensional surface integral on the boundary. In the second paper of [1] , we gave a detailed account of how this is done for the Einstein part. Here we simply quote that result and move on to the Cotton part.
where i denotes the space direction orthogonal to the boundary ∂M.
To write Q µ C in (9) as a surface 4 integral, it is convenient to express C L µν in explicitly symmetric form :
Moving the Killing vector inside the covariant derivatives, one obtains
The terms in the curly bracket are already in the desired surface form. To put the last term into that form, we can write it as X β G L µβ , where X β = ǫ ανβ∇ αξν is also a (background) Killing vector because ξ is. This means that the last term is exactly like the Einstein part (10), but in terms of X µ instead ofξ µ ; hence we can immediately write it in surface form as well. Now we can compactly express the conserved charges in TMG,
This is the desired background-gauge invariant surface integral expression. The last term could be reduced further, but (13 ) is sufficiently simple.
We may now compute the energy, i.e., the charge corresponding to the time-like AdS Killing vector for the two general classes of TMG solutions. First consider Einstein spaces, for which the Einstein and Cotton parts of TMG vanish separately. Here the prototype is the SdS metric; in static coordinates it is is
In this frame,the background, namely the r 0 = 0 version of (14), has time-like Killing vector
It is also easy to see that the middle term does not contribute to the energy for any Einstein space since G L µν = 0. Thus, overall, SdS receives no contribution to its energy from the Cotton tensor term. This was also observed in [3] for the corresponding asymptotically flat Schwarzschild solution. Finally, the first term in (13) yields the energy E to be proportional r 0 .
Next, we evaluate our charges for "non-degenerate' solutions of TMG, those not already obeying the Einstein equations. Here, the linearized results of [8] suffice because in the surface expressions at infinity, only these leading parts contribute. In a suitable gauge, the metric exterior to bounded massive, spinning sources (for Λ = 0 ) is given by
where
The Bessel function K 0 (µr) vanishes rapidly at infinity. Here, and hence also in the Einstein and
Cotton tensors, the mass and spin contributions become intertwined; nevertheless, inserting this metric into our expression (13) indeed gives the desired answer. [This is rather obvious, since we are using precisely the solution whose right-hand side is a sum of localized mass T 00 and spin T 0i sources, and the corresponding charges are defined to be their integrals, in this weak-field system. The spin's expression has the same form as the energy's, but in terms of the rotational Killing vector.
In summary, we have constructed the conserved charges, particularly the energy and spin, in cosmological TMG for the relevant asymptotically constant curvature backgrounds. Our formula is generic, applicable to both types of solutions as seen by explicit insertion of asymptotic metric expressions. In particular, we have also demonstrated that the energy of SdS does not receive any contribution from the Cotton tensor, extending the Λ = 0 result of [3] This research was supported by NSF Grant 99-73935.
